WLDISR: Weighted Local Sparse Representation-Based Depth Image Super-Resolution for 3D Video System.
In this paper, we propose a Weighted Local sparse representation based Depth Image Super-Resolution (WLDISR) schemes aiming at improving the Virtual View Image (VVI) quality of 3D video system. Different from color images, depth images are mainly used to provide geometrical information in synthesizing VVI. Due to the view synthesis characteristics difference between textural structures and smooth regions of depth images, we divide the depth images into edge and smooth patches and learn two local dictionaries, respectively. Meanwhile, the weight term is derived and incorporated explicitly in the cost function to denote different importance of edge structures and smooth regions to the VVI quality. Then, local sparse representation and weighted sparse representation are jointly used in both dictionary learning and reconstruction phases in depth image super-resolution. Based on different optimizations on learning and reconstruction modules, three WLDISR schemes, WLDISR-D, WLDISR-R, and WLDISR-ALL, are proposed. Experimental results on 3D sequences demonstrate that the proposed WLDISR-D, WLDISR-R, and WLDISR-ALL schemes can achieve more than 1.9-, 2.03-, and 2.16-dB gains on average, respectively, in terms of the VVIs' quality, as compared with the state-of-the-art schemes. In addition, the visual quality of VVIs is also improved.